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New Prague Area Education Foundation
2011-2012 Grant Recipients
Teachers in the New Prague area schools were busy this past year both implementing and applying for innovative and creative grants to enhance learning. The Foundation awarded over $11,688 this year in classroom
grants. Seven grants will affect 2259 children in just this year alone! Below is a brief summary of the awarded
grants. We are grateful to the many donors to the New Prague Area Education Foundation and will continue to
use the money wisely for the benefit of our students!
First Lego League: St. Wenceslaus/Grade 6: creating Lego Mindstorms NXT Kits to create working
robotics that provide solutions to given challenges.
Lifetime Activities: All elementary schools in district. Fund the purchase of roller skates, helmets, and knee
pads for the roller skating units in physical education.
Hands on Equations: Falcon Ridge/4th grade: using game pieces (pawns and cubes) to solve algebraic
notation problems.
Mimio Teach: St. Wenceslaus/Grade 4: Mimio Teach Interactive System to offer hands-on, engaging
lessons that help meet the needs of all learning styles (Projector).
Knitting for the Homeless: St. Wenceslaus/Grade 7,8. Purchase of a straight knitting loom for students to
knit scarves/hats for the homeless in Minneapolis.
Hands on Equation: Eagle View Elementary, Grade 3. Students use this hands-on method to practice
algebraic expressions—for use with guided math groups.
Clay Slab Construction: New Prague Middle School/Art. Precision slab rollers to enhance the current art
curriculum. Allows for more uniform consistency and thickness when working with clay.
Grants are awarded to applicants twice per year. The grant deadlines are June 30 and December 31 each year.
To apply or donate, simply go to www.therootstogrow.org.

All money raised at the
Brain Power Walk-Run goes
directly toward
teacher grants!
Thank you for making a
difference in our district!
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